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Theoretical Background
We investigated the effect of decision
making process on the decisions
made.
Thus far, two different lines of
research have demonstrated that
decision making procedures
(strategies) are critical.
1) Procedural justice research has
demonstrated the unique outcome
values of procedural justice (e.g.,
enhancement of organization
commitment; for a review see Tyler &
Bladder, 2000).
2) Research on regulatory fit has
shown that fit between individual
regulatory focus or regulatory mode
and the decision-making strategy
intensifies outcome values (for a
review see Higgins, 2000, 2006) .

We suggest that decision making
process may even outweigh decision
outcomes: People may make the
decision that enables them to follow
their preferred decision-making
processes, even though it may lead to
sub-optimal outcomes. For people
with an assessment orientation
(Kruglanski, et al. 2000), this means
preferring decisions allowing
consideration of more options, even if
the end result is less optimal.

Study 1

N=86, 52% female

Study 2

Method: Binding negotiation over a note book. We build on the
effect of “focus-role” fit effect (Appelt, Zou, Arora & Higgins, in
press); in a price negotiation, seller fits with promotion focus and
buyer fits with prevention focus. Fit is measured by a three-item
experienced fit measure and by opening price demandingness
(lower range = increased demandingness).
Results: A significant three-way interaction among regulatory focus,
assessment orientation and negotiation role, for both dependent
measures (for the experienced fit: Standardized β = -.30, t(86) = 2.78, p < . 007; for the opening price demandingness: standardized β
= .26, t(86) = 2.72, p < .008). The focus-role fit is significant only
among low assessment participants. High assessment participants,
who are eager to seek alternatives, generate “non-fit” strategies in
the fit condition and “fit” strategies in the non-fit condition, and
thereby display opposite patterns.

N=97, 67% female

Method: Participants given information on earning profits by
forming coalitions with one or more firms. Profits earned
depend on the coalition formed. All coalitions equally likely &
all profits equally divided among coalition members.
Participants were asked to choose which of the two firms in
each condition to represent.

Control condition, Firm A or B
AB: If A & B form coalition, earn 120M together.
AC: If A & C form coalition, earn 120M together.
BCD: If B,C,& D form coalition, earn 180M together.

Trade-off condition, Firm Y or W
WX: If W & X form coalition, earn 120M together.
WY: If W & Y form coalition, earn 120M together.
WZ: If W & Z form coalition, earn 120M together.
XYZ: If X,Y,& Z form coalition, earn 220M together.

Results: Assessment
uniquely predicts
Firm W preference,
odds ratio= 3.64,
p < .007
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